
MEENAM (Pisces)  

Poorvabhadra (4), Uttarabhadra, Revati 

Career :    

For entrepreneurs, their dedication and focus will lead to long-term success. For freelancers, coast 

will be clear, to bring a back-burner venture into the limelight. Those in marketing will bring their 

ongoing project to a profitable turning point. After 14th, self-edit rigorously, before starting a debate 

with seniors or colleagues. A key presentation will result in unexpected hurdles and delays. After 

26th, recruiter or a key contact will help to strike an advantageous employment for job-seekers. At 

workplace, a peak career moment will arrive with a promotion or salary hike. Well-vetted overseas 

mergers or collaborations will prove to be remunerative. The Full Moon on 24th , will unfold into 

great success in the coming weeks for professionals. Any new launches will have supremely 

productive result. 

Wealth :   

Pay-cheques will flow in from real estate deals. Passive income streams will bring in profits. 

Scrutinize the terms well before getting sweet talked into new investment schemes. After 15th, 

going extravagant with a purchase will leave you, dealing with a heavy expense. Be careful, as 

speculations will be tempting, but will fail to meet its claimed promises. 

Personal :    

Speak your truth, but do so diplomatically This month, stay tactful to strike a harmonious chord with 

your close knit. Women will connect with the people and pastimes that help them feel rooted. 

Students will be successful in their attempt to reach their academic goals. After 14th, small 

arguments will turn into huge conflicts with loved ones if not careful. Couples will benefit by finding 

a healthier middle ground for their pressing issues. Avoid letting anxiety run the show during 

discussions. Singles with their charm will pique the interest of a worthy love prospects. This month, 

make sure that your travelbooking plans are fully refundable, before packing your bags. Expect the 

unexpected for sudden delays and cancellations in your travel plans. 

Health :   

Slow down! The cosmos will strengthen your resolve to steer your Wellness wagon in the desired 

direction. Sleep disorders, fevers or stomach problems will slow your pace down. After 26th, health 

of siblings will need attention. Incorporating holistic treatments will surely nurse you back to good 

health. 

Poorvabhadra (4) :  

A financial opportunity, business transaction or sale is going to come right to your door.  

Uttarabhadra :  

You can expect many business calls and enquires as well as a commission or call for work. 

Revati :   

You are going to be grateful for a resurrection in your affairs. 



Vedic Remedies :   

Chant Bhagya Suktam daily. Donate rice and milk at temples. Visit a nearby temple of Lord Hanuman 

regularly. 

Lal-kitab Remedies :  

Daily, after taking bath, chant Vishnu Sahasranaam. Add a pinch of Sandalwood powder in your 

bathing water. 

Cautious Dates :   

01, 02, 27, 28, 29 


